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ojiplático
You want to say surprised, with the eyes wide open in surprise, with eyes like dishes.  Astonished, amazed, impressed,
stunned, stunned.

ojisalido
It is the same as ojibrotado. Having left or sprouted eyes.

ojite
It is a name that the dan in san Luis de Potosí, Mexico a Brosimum tree alicastrum of the Moraceae family.  It also
receives the names of ajach, ramon, mojo, mojito, capomo, ojoche.  You are saying Guaimaro in Colombia and in
Venezuela Chara.  Edible fruit of that tree.  It has medicinal uses.

ojímetrico
It means the calculus .  Calculation based on experience or with references that are noticeable at a glance. 

ojo
Organ of sight, eyeball.  It can also mean eyelet, hole, or opening.  Having eye, is to have acuity, sensitivity, vision.  
Aim, vision.  A water eye is a birth or spring can also be the center of a hurricane.

ojo de buey
Circular windows of the screens of the boats.  In Colombia is the common name for a tree whose seeds are used in
traditional medicine and crafts.  It is known with many other names: grain velvet, pica, itching powder, bean, velvet,
chiporazo, skeepskin, eye of deer: in addition.  each ethnic Indian has her name in their language (some 57).  It is also
used in rituals and as a charm.  Its scientific name is Mucuna pruriens and belongs to the Fabaceae family.

ojon
ojon is incorrectly written, and should be written as"Ojon" being its meaning:<br>Bigeye SCAD, is an augmentative of
eye. It means big-eyed. In Colombia, it tells bigeye SCAD stock presenting fat circles the surface.

ojos almendrados
Eyes that look like almonds.  Eyes that have a yellowish tinge.  Ideally, usually of the Oriental breeds eyes.  Eyes that
have outer edge slightly upward.

ojos de agua
In Colombia it means spring, birthplace, water birth, mana.  Place where water sprouts. 

ojota
It is a very simple type of footwear, used between houses and for resting.  Flip-flop, dragger, sandal, flip-flop.  Babucha. 
It is used more in plural .  The word is of Quechua origin ( ushuta ).

ojotón
It is one of the common names that give a fish, also called jigagua, jiguagua, xigagua, mullet, cool on the Mexican
Pacific coast.  Its scientific name is Selar crumenophthalmus and belongs to the family Carangidae.



ok men
"OK, Men," is a very frequent expression in English, which has also been adopted in our language.  I believe the word
men, the best translation is "Perfect, gentlemen".  Expression of the English language's acceptance, approval.

okapies
okapies is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Okapi" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Okapis, plural
of Okapi.  The Okapi is an African mammal that lives specifically in the Congo.  It is of the family Giraffidae.  It is a
relative of the giraffe and is considered a living fossil.  Its scientific name is Okapia jhonstoni.  His body is reddish fur
and legs remind of a zebra for their color.  It is an endangered species from extinction.

okenita
In a mineral also known as borite or disclasite.  It's called that because it was dedicated to Lorenz Oken, a German
naturist.  It was discovered in Greenland and is chemically a Calcium Silicate. 

okenita
In a mineral also known as borite or disclasite.  It's called that because it was dedicated to Lorenz Oken, a German
naturist.  It was discovered in Greenland and is chemically a Calcium Silicate. 

okey
OK is also usually accepted.  It's an English term.  It means good, accepted, right, satisfactory.  Very bie, perfect. 
Approval of the quality of a product, after checking and reviewing .

okis dokis
okis dokis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oki Doki" being its meaning:<br>It is a colloquial, lively and
youthful way of saying OK. All is well, OK, OK. In Colombia was Oki Doki, a children's television series broadcast in
1992. Also the characters formed a musical group with the same name. The origin of Oki Doki goes back to about 1840
and at the time of secession ( 41 1861; It was said All Korrect ( pronounced Oll correct - all right and abbreviated in OK.
Also said that you meant zero casualties, without dead ( Zero Killed, and abbreviated OK )

okra
It is one of the common names of a plant whose fruits are edible.  It is also known as ocra, molondrón,ñajú, belmosco,
bamia, candia, gombo or quimbombo.  Its scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus and belongs to the family
Malvaceae.  In Colombia with its fruits we prepare soups, stews and salads.

okrochka
It is a traditional dish consisting of a soup of vegetables and potatoes minced, with ham and egg, cooked in kvass or
kefir, Russian.  The word means chopped and is derived from "kroshit" which means to chop.

okume
It is the name of a tree and its wood.  It is the kind of tree Aucoumea klaineana family Burseraceae.  Okoume, okume. 
Surname of African football.

ola
It means ripple, wave on the surfaces of the water caused by wind action, whether in the ocean, the sea, the lakes, the
rivers and in a pond.  Sudden and widespread appearance of something.  Synchronized movement of many people who
are concentrated in a place.  Surge. 



olabarria
It is the name of a city in argentina.  The word is of Basque origin and means new blacksmithing, Foundry before, it was
a weapons factory.  It is also a Basque surname.

olan
The correct term is olán , with tilde .  It is a way of calling the steering wheel or strip of folded fabric that some feminine
garments and curtains carry as an ornament. 

olas
Plural of wave.  Wave of great magnitude that is formed on the surface of the water by the action of the wind.  Mass of
people the movement toward the same place.  Surge.  Sudden and severe climatic phenomenon.

olavere
It is one of the common names in Mexico, especially in the State of Veracruz, overlooking a tree and its fruit.  Its
scientific name is Cordia dentata and belongs to the family Boraginaceae.  It is known by other names such as the skull,
galavera, slimy, distemper, matzu, jiguilote, chachalaco.  In Colombia we say caujaro or uvita and biyuyo Panama.

oldhamita
It means it comes from Oldham, an English town near Manchester.  It also means dedicated to Oldham, the surname of
an English geologist named Thomas Oldham.  It is the name of a mineral found in a fallen meteorite in India. 
Chemically it is a dehydrated calcium sulfide.  It belongs to the Galena group. 

olea
Olea is a genus of 34 species accepted - the described 185 including 151 mere synonym – of the family Oleaceae, native to tropical and warm temperate regions of southern Europe, Africa, southern Asia and Australasia. To them belong e.g. olive and characterized because its fruit oils can be distilled. It is also a municipality of Spain in Valdeolea ( 41 Cantabria;.

oleada
Sudden and impetuous movement of something.  Strike and effects of a wave.  Impetuous movement in the same sense
of a crowd.  Widespread phenomenon of temperature variation. 

oleaje embravecido
It's the definition of a tidal wave.  Strong swell, mareta.

oleato
A name given to a chemical compound that is a salt or ester, derived from oleic acid.  Coffee that also contains olive oil
in mixture.  It is used for medicinal purposes.   Salt derived from an oil. 

olentzero
He is a Christmas character from the Region of Navarre and the Basque Country.  He is a neglected old charcoal
burner, fat, big-headed and full of soot that announces the arrival of the Winter Solstice and the coal he produces to heat
homes (figuratively the arrival or birth of Jesus, that is, Christmas).  There is also a belief that he is the one who
distributes gifts to all Basques. 

oleometro
The correct term is oleometer, with tilde .  Many believe it is an oil measuring device, which is called the aayometer.  An
oleometer is used to measure the height of the sea waves.



oleorresinas
They are resins or natural exudates of oily or oilseed nature, so they are not soluble in water.  Gums are also called
them.

oler
It means sniffing, sniffing, sniffing.  Use the sense of smell.  Perceive smells or aromas through the sense of smell. 

oler el tocino
Check. Verify. Certify. Investigate with dedication. Know directly.

olientes
It means fragrant, aromatic, smelly, smelling.

oligarquicas
The correct term is oligarchic, always with tilde.  It means related to the oligarchy, of the oligarchs.

oligo
It is a Greek prefix meaning little, weak, inadequate, low.

oligoanuria
In medicine, is an extreme decrease in the production and elimination of urine. Set in one urine output less than 100
milliliters per day, close to the anuria.

oligofrenia
It is a medical term for defining mental impairment.  Low mental capacity. 

oligofrenico
The correct term is oligophrenic.  In medicine, it is the way to rate a person with mental impairment. 

oligófago
It means that he eats little, that he consumes little food.  You have a diet low in quantity.  That eats sparse or small
portions. 

oliguria
In medicine it is the term used to designate a decrease in urine production. 

olinalá
Correctness is Olinalá ( 41 own name;.  Olinalá is a Mexican village where is decoration of porcelain with Chinese
influence from centuries ago.  It is in the State of Guerrero.

oliva
It is a woman's name of Latin origin, meaning that carries the olive tree of peace, the branch of peace.  The fruit of the
olive tree, olive tree.



olivero
Temporary silo for olives.  Deposit.  You have or produce olives or olives.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin,
although it is more common Oliveros.

olivia
Popeye's girlfriend's name.  It is a woman's name of Latin origin and means the one that protects peace. 

olímpicamente
In Colombia we use this term to say that something is very irresponsible, senseless, thoughtless, reckless and careless
way.  It has nothing to do with the Olympics.  Without respect.

olla
It is a vessel or vessel usually cylindrical or rounded, They can be aluminum or clay.  They are usually used to cook food
or heat water.  Cauldron.  In Colombia in a colloquial way it means very bad economic situation (being in the pot). 
Inopia, emptied.

olla express
Pressure, "atomic" pot cooker.  Airtight pot cooking under pressure and that it has a steam release valve.  Much faster
food is cooked in it.

olla podrida
Focus or center of corruption and looting.  Site where people with thoughts prone to crime and corruption proliferate. 
Pillage, corruption.

ollabe
Ollabe is a surname in the Philippines. Has its origin in Spain, Olave in a village of the community of Foral de Navarra,
municipality of Olaibar ( Basque writes Olabe ).

ollada
In the Aran Valley (Catalonia) and Balearic Islands is the name of a winter stew.  Also called pot or Olha.  Boiled,
cooked potatoes and vegetables.  Bowl.  Full capacity of a pot.  Quantity of liquid that fits in a pot, volume contained in a
pot.

ollazo
Hit with a pot.  Protest in which noise is made with empty pots (usually protested by the shelling).  In Colombia we also
call pot in the slang of football, a well-executed center for the strikers to head towards the opposite arc. 

olleta
In Colombia is the name of a wasteland and one of the craters of a volcano near the Nevado del Ruiz.  It is also a type
of pot, thinner than a pot and only a vertical handle.  Used only for hot coffee, aguadepanela or chocolate beverages. 
This last also arguably you chocolate.

olletaza
Olletaza is a large olleta.  Large container in which chocolate, coffee or other sweet and hot drinks are prepared.  It is
clarified that in Colombia although olleta is derived from pot, the two containers are very different, as are their functions



(salty foods are prepared in the pot and in the olleta sweet foods or drinks).  To the olleta, we also call it a chocolara and
in some parts chocotera.  Olletaza or olletazo is a purported protest that was intended to take place in Bogota, following
the announcement to impose VAT on coffee, chocolate, sugar and panela (infallible products in Colombian breakfasts). 
In simil al cacerolazo, he set out to go out and protest by hitting the olleta with a grinder. 

olletica
It is a diminutive of olleta and olleta is derived from pot.  The olleta is a bit of cooking, which is used to prepare chocolate
or coffee.  It is smaller than a pot, has rounded shape and a handle or grip.

olletota
It is an augmentative olleta and olleta is a derivative of pot.  It is a cooking utensil that is used to make chocolate or
coffee.  It is smaller than a pot, domed shaped and have a handle or grip.

ollita
Diminutive of pot, small pot.  Small size clay craftsmanship. 

ollota
Rising Pot .  Giant cauldron.  Pot, usually made of large clay or aluminum.  Name of a critical and opinion column in
Aguascalientes , Mexico .

olluco
It is one of the common names given in Colombia to an edible tuber plant.  In Colombia and parts of Ecuador is known
as melloco, ulluco, chugua, lisa, or smooth Pope.   In Venezuela they say ruba.  Its scientific name is Ullucus tuberosus
and belongs to the Basellacaceae family.

olmos
Olmos is a surname very distributed in Espana.olmos is also a botanical genus ( Ulmus ) with more than 350 species.
They are large size and fine wood trees. They belong to the family Ulmaceae. A widespread attack of Dutch elm disease
has these tree species in danger.

olonio
I think that they ask for Polonius.  If so, it is the name of a chemical element whose symbol is Po and its atomic number
is 84.  It is a solid, radioactive metal.

olor
Feeling that perceives our organ of smell.  Aroma, fragrance, stench, perfume, stink, pestilence, stink, stench.

olor sui generis
It means that it is a rare, specific characteristic, peculiar smell, which does not exactly correspond to its description but is
different, which is different.  In this case the Latin phrase sui géneris is being used, which means peculiar, specific,
characteristic. 

olorosas
It means fragrant, aromatic, perfumed, perfumed.  They emit strong or easy-to-detect odors.  Colloquially it means
recognized, famous.



olvidadizo
It means person who forgets things easily.  Forgetful, distracted, clueless, stunned, troubled, stunned.  It can also mean
ungrateful, selfish, ungrateful. 

olvidadizos
It means that they are losing memory, who tend to forget some things.  Forgetful.

olxsv
It is a page of free market for market sales and networks of El Salvador. OLX is a network of free market sales
worldwide.

olympia
The correct term is Olympia.  It is a United States city, Capital of the State of Washington.  It is the name of a picture of
French painter Édouard Manet.  It is the name of several films.

olyra
It is a word of Greek origin meaning made of wheat.  It is the common name of an eel-like freshwater fish.  Its scientific
name is Olyra longicaudata and belongs to the Olyrydae family.  It is also the name of the genus of these fish.  Olyra
also in Botany is a genus of grasses, a kind of grasses (family Poaceae)

om
OM is one of the holiest mantras of Hinduism and Buddhism.  Invocation to the higher self.

omagua
It is one of the names given to a South American indigenous tribe, which is based in the border area of Brazil, Colombia
and Peru.  They are also known as Cocamas or Kukakmas.  They have been characterized by being very good
navigators.  Their language is of Tupi origin. 

omán
The correct term is Oman.  It is the name of a Gulf or sea that lies between the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Iran and
Pakistan.  Sultanate located on the southeast coast of the Arabian Peninsula.

ombligueras
Relative to the navel.  Clothing or blouses that show the belly button.  Very short blouses.  With the belly button bare.

ombliguito
Diminutive of navel .  Small navel .  It can mean center, core, central part. 

omeia
omeia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Umayyad" being its meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to tell
Umayyad or Umayyad ( But also you can say Omaia or Omeias ) Was a line of Caliphs who ruled in Damascus and later
in Andalusia ( Al - Andalus ) and they had as capital Córdoba.

omeiíta



It means that it comes from Omeichán or Omeishán some mountains of China and a city, in the Province of Sichuán.  It
is also the name of a mineral, which is chemically dehydrated Osmium arsenide. 

omen
It is a Latin term.  Classic brand of computers or computers.  It was the first to release HP laptops.  Its biblical meaning
is omen, omen, auspiciousness, prediction.  A chance event or occurrence that is supposed to predict something good
or bad. 

omento
Peritoneum folds.  Mesentery, gallineja.

omentos
Peritoneum folds.  Tissue sheets that bind two abdominal organs.  Epilon, scinking.

omerios
omerios is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hills" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is hills. It is a
topographic formation characteristic Carare Opon in the Colombian Magdalena Medio area. There are several hills of
low height or ripples on a large flat area.

omertá
It is a term of Italian (Sicilian) origin that determines the law of silence between mobsters.  To be silent, not to denounce.

ometepec
ometepec is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ometepec; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Ometepec; own name ).  It is the name of a Mexican town that remains in the State of Guerrero.  His name is
purely Nahuatl Ome is two and tepec Hill.  It means place between two hills.

omil
In Chile, especially in Santiago OMIL is an acronym of a State entity: Municipal Bureau of labour information (also called
Municipal job placement Office).  This kind of office, exist in most of the major Chilean cities and they are dedicated to
the training and the supply of jobs.  In the maya language, is the name of an edible plant, which is also known as bronco
thistle, thistle, chinacá, china, Sun Hawthorn.  Its scientific name is Cirsium mexicanum and belongs to the family
Asteraceae.

ominoso
It means disturbing, dangerous, sinister, deadly, random, fateful, abominable, calamitous, stormy, risky, disturbing.

omitible
It means that it can be omitted without harm or damage.  Likely to be excluded.  be abolished or relegated without
noticeable effects.

omitologia
omitología is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ornithology" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
about ornithology.  It is biological science dedicated to the study of birds.



ommisis
Ommisis is a Latin term which means to ignore the information. Used in notarial acts.

omnicanal
It is a type of marketing strategy with which all the actions of the different channels or applications are focused, taking
into account the previous shopping experience of a customer and seeking their maximum satisfaction. 

omnicanalidad
Omnicanalidad is a property that have the new television services by cable that allow view carios channels
simultaneously and at the same time be able to record programs from others who are not being.

omniincluyente
It means involving everyone without any kind of discrimination, although really not needed the prefix omni (every), well
just tell inclusive enough.  That you accept them all alike.

omo
It is the name of a river in Kenya.  It flows into Lake Turkana.  As a prefix it means back. 

omolón
The correct term is Omolon ( it is a proper name ).  It is the name of a village and a river in Siberia, in the Chukotka
Autonomous District and belongs to Russia.

omoto
In Ecuador a thick or fat person of short stature.  Dwarf. 

oms
It is the abbreviation in Spanish of the World Health Organization, which is a United Nations (UN) body in charge of
health issues.  In English it is WHO as an acronym for World Health Organization.  Its headquarters are in Geneva. 

on fire
It's an English term that means on fire or hot.  There is also the term on fired, which means on. 

ona
Member of a Chilean indigenous tribe.  They were related to the patagonians and lived in Tierra del Fuego, especially on
the Big Island.  They were nomads. 

onagro
Ancient wild ass originating in Asia.  It was also called hemion.  In Greek it means half ass, wild ass.  Its scientific name
is Equus hemionus and belongs to the Equidae family.

onashaga
onashaga is incorrectly written and it should be written as Onashaga ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct
term is Onashaga ( it is proper name ).  It means channel or the sea of the Onas.  It is the Aboriginal Word ( 41 Yaghan
language; to call the Beagle Channel on the border between Argentina and Chile, in Tierra del Fuego.



onán
The correct term is Onan.  Biblical character named in the book of Genesis.  In Hebrew it means strong.  Son of Judah. 
His name gave rise to the word onanism, which is used as a synonym for masturbation, but believed that it should really
be used to denote interruption of intercourse ( coitus interruptus ).

once
Numero primo.  Colloquial form of calling a football team.  Eleven is the acronym of the national organization of blind
Spaniards.  Light evening meal, snack ( Onces ).  Once Caldas is a Colombian soccer team.

once caldas
It is the name of a Colombian football team.  He has been Champion in the Copa Libertadores de América.  Before it
was called Cristal Caldas, Once Deportivo and Deportes Caldas.  Its headquarters are the city of Manizales.  They are
called Los Albos or Blanco Blanco. 

oncefalacio
oncefalacio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eleven falacio" being its meaning:<br>Oncefalacio or best
eleven Falacio is a way to call a football team, apparently well formed of individuals but that it does not surrender and is
maintained without good results in a Championship. Team of deception.

oncenos
Plural of eleven.  In Colombia it is a way of calling football teams, made up of eleven players.  Equipment.

onces
In Colombia we say elevens to the food that children take to school to take at recess.  It is also a food that is taken in the
afternoons in the homes and usually consists of coffee or chocolate, with bread and cheese.  It is also called in some
regions "the something" or "the tip" (especially in the coffee area).

oncilla
It is the name given to a small feline found in Costa Rica, Panama, western Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
Bolivia (also in some sectors of Paraguay, Brazil, Argentina, Guyana and Suriname).  Its scientific name is Leopardus
tigrinus.  It is also often called tigrillo or tiger leopard. 

oncocéfalo
Oncocephalus means bulging head, head like a tumor or swollen head.  In Entomology is also the castellanization of the
name of a genus of insects hemipteros : Oncocephalus .  They belong to the family Reduviidae and are known as killer
insects, killer bed bugs, vinchucas, apothecaries.  It is also another way to call the batfish or bat pejesapo
(Ogcocephalus vespertilio) of the family Ogcocephalidae .

oncofobia
It is the irrational fear cancer.

oncografía
It is a plaque or image that shows a tumor.

oncoma



An oncoma is a small tumor that comes out at the root or mother of a nail.  Tumor.

oncosina
In Mineralogíab is the name of a variety of Moscovita.  Aluminum Ore .  Aluminium silicate of the group of alumni micas.

oncosis
It's the same as ischemic cell death.  Passive cell death.  Death of cells from ATP depletion (Adenosin triphosphate or
adenosine triphosphate).

oncotomía
Onchotomy is the removal of a tumor.  A tumor is a surgical process by which a tumor is removed.

onda
It means wave, ripple, swell, vibration.  It is also the name of a Spanish city in the Valencian Community.

ondas
Wave is the interference that spreads from the site where it is produced to all surrounding areas. For propagation is
required that the medium is elastic.

onega
It is the name of a lake northwest of European Russia.  It remains in the Republic of Carelia.  There, in that region is
also the name of a river.  Name of a fossil animal of the Ediacara Fauna (almost 650 million years ago).  In Argentina,
surname of famous former footballers of the 60s.  Its full names are Daniel Germán Onega, nicknamed "The Phantom"
and Ermindo Angel Onega, nicknamed "El Roco".  Both played for River Plate and the Argentina national team.

onegita
It means it's from Onega or it comes from there.  Onega is the name of a valley, a river and a lake in Russia.

oneidas
Generic name of the indigenous peoples of North America.  It means upright stone village.  They formed the Iroquois
Confederation, composed of the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca and Tuscarora tribes.

onfacinos
Plural of onfacino .  It is an oily drug that is extracted from un ripened olives.  It can be used in cosmetology and to treat
muscle aches.  Etymologically it means that it belongs to the grace. 

onfacita
The omphacite is a kind of jade known as green grape or green pyroxene.

ongo
It's the name of a purple boy from the planet Jammbo.  Although he does not speak, he makes himself understood with
sounds and mimicry.  He is an anime character of great environmental awareness.



oni
In Japanese culture and mythology means demon, evil spirit.  To be evil, the spirit of evil. 

oni prefijo
It means sleep.

onico
It is a prefix of Greek origin meaning nail. 

onicofagia
It is the name given to the compulsive mania of eating your nails, especially when you have nerves. 

onicofagomanía
It is a hobby or disorder manifest in eating nails.  Eat nails by habit.  Mania eat nails.

onicomicosis
It is a condition that occurs in the nails, caused by fungus, consisting of thickening and cracking of them. 

onicosis
Onychomycosis is a fungal nail infection.

onicotomía
Normal nail cutting.  Trimming of nails in normal or normal growth. 

onicóforos
It means they have nails, they carry or present nails.  It is the Spanishization of the name of an animal edge called
Onychophora (meaning that it carries or has nails) and that belongs to the Ecdysozoa Superfilo. 

onii chan
It's a Japanese expression of affection and deep respect.  It can mean little brother or D.D..

onima
onima is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Onima" being its meaning:<br>Onima is a surname. Ana Önima is
the author of a book called " The Manual. By a user of Facebook ".

oniomanía
It is the mania of the composite buyer.  Person who takes pleasure in shopping compulsively and usually for things he
does not need.  Obsession with spending money on unnecessary things. 

oniri
It can mean dreamy or good sleep.  Dream.  In Colombia it is the name of a very nice hotel in the beautiful and colonial
municipality of Barichara, Santander.



onirofobia
Panic about falling asleep or having violent dreams or nightmares. 

onirograma
It means list of dreams.  Dream description list . 

onis
The correct term is Onis.  It is a Council of the Principality of Asturias.  You should not confindirse with the municipality
border and near Cangas de Onís.

onixis
It is a medical term. It refers to acute or chronic inflammation of the matrix of the nail. Used in Mycology.

oníscidos
It is the generic term for crustaceans belonging to suborden Oniscidea and the Isopoda Order.  To him belong the
so-called earth suckling pigs, moisture piglets or ball bugs.  They can be considered useful as they can consume heavy
metals. 

onkelos
Name of an East tárgum, also known as Unkelus Tárgum or Babylonian Tárgum.  Pseudonym sometimes used by a
disciple of Akiva ben Iosef and named Aquila de Sinope. 

onofrita
It is a mineral containing salts of Selenium and Mercury.  Metalcinabrio, Mercury selenide.  It is a toxic mineral.  It may
also be a demonym of San Onofre, which may refer to a town in Mexico (State of Zacatecas) or Colombia (Sucre). 
Sanonofrian can also be used. 

onomatopella
onomatopella is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Onomatopoeia." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
onomatopoeia.  It means representation of a noise with words or in written language.  Words coined in our language that
represent sounds.

onomaturgia
It is trying to find the origin of a change in a term of a word or in the lexicon.  The onomaturgia is the part of the language
that intends to seek the origin of linguistic changes.

onomástico
In Colombia it means anniversaries, birthday, date of birth.  Birthday celebration, anniversary.

onomástico:
In Colombia it means birthday.  Day of birth, date of birth or day of the saint.  Etymologically means relative to the
names of people, related to them.  ( More than all referenced to the names of persons according to the santoral).

onon



Name of an Asturian river, which is a tributary of the Narcea River, in Spain (Province of Asturias).  Name of river that
runs in Russia and Mongolia.  It is a tributary of the Shilka River. 

ononis spinosa
It is the scientific name of a woody and hairy plant.  It means spiny ononis (ononis is the asnillo plant).  It is also known
as opener, kills donkeys, asnillo, balomaga, stops oxen, shin, trigger, cat, gatuña, bull grass, donkey comb, broken
plows.  It is from the Fabaceae family.  It is a very hairy plant and has pink or purple hairy flowers. 

onoquiles
It is one of the common names of a plant in the family Boraginaceae.  Its scientific name is Alkanna tinctoria .  It is also
known as pigeon leg, pigeon foot, stubborn foot, partridge leg, anabula, dye pigeon.  It was used to make lipstick dyes. 
It is toxic and causes liver problems.

onoto
Colombia is one of the names given in the Orinoco to a tree, also known as bixa, urucú, bija, annatto, rocu.  Its scientific
name is Bixa orellana and belongs to the family Bixaceae.  Of the extracted a red dye of ancestral and industrial
applications.

onrica
onrica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oniric" being its meaning:<br>I think that they intend to ask for
their dream. The meaning of Oneiric or dreamlike is associated with dreams, with images and events that occur during
sleep.

ontananza
ontananza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Offing" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is offing.  You
want to tell on the horizon in the distance, the distance.  Horizon, distance.

onubada
Onubada or Onubana means relative to Onuba, the name of the ancient Phoenician city that corresponds to present-day
Huelva, of the Province of the same name, in Spain. 

onubense
You mean native to Auba.  Inuba was the Phoenician name of the city of Huelva, Province of the same name, in Spain. 
Gentile of those born in Huelva, Spain.  He's also called a shocker. 

onurúame
Eyerúame and Onurúame are sacred terms in Mesoamerican yúrami religions.  It means devil or demon.  It refers to
those who walk above or in heaven: stars, elements, souls or souls.  For him are animal sacrifices. 

onza
In Guatemala it is a way of calling the weasel, a mustelid.  Its scientific name is Mustela nivalis.  It is also a measure of
weight that equals 28.7 grams (it is each of the 16 parts into which a pound is divided).  It is an English volume
measurement that equals 30 milliliters.  In Honduras and El Salvador they call jaguarongo or jaguar ounce, jaguarundi,
yagaureté.  Its scientific name is Felis onca or better yet Panthera onca.  It belongs to the Felidae family. 



oofago
It means that it feeds on eggs, eating eggs.

ooforo
oophorus is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oophorus" being its meaning:<br>Oophorus is synonymous
with ovary. It means carrier of eggs. Egg Cup or Overa.

oovoro
It means that you eat eggs.

opacarofilia
It is the love or hobby to admire or enjoy the sunsets or sunsets.

opacidades
Plural opacity .  It has the quality or quality of opaque.  Bodies that do not allow the passage of light.  That lacks
transparency or clarity.  They affect vision and don't let you see.  Kill.  Generic name of the eye cataracts.

opaima
It is one of the names of a Colombian indigenous people.  It is located in the Department of Amazonas, especially in the
Resguardo de Yoigojé.  They are also called Tanimuka (ash people), ufani, tanimuca, taniboka or ohañara.  Name of the
language spoken by this same people. 

opalina
Synthetic material that mimics opal.  Opalite .  Relating to opal.  It is white in color and has opaque iridescence.  Type of
glass .   . 

opalino
It means that it resembles opal, which has its white appearance with some iridescences.  Color that opal has. 

opendo
It is a filipino, common surname in Cebu City.

operabilidad
It means that it is able to operate correctly.  Operable, maneuverable and manageable.  In terms of use.  Useful.

operaciones
In Mathematics or better in Arithmetic, are the different practices or exercises that can be performed with numbers or
sets.  The basic or elementary are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.  In Medicine are all surgical practices
that can be done to a patient.  Surgeries.  In the Military field are all strategic activities or maneuvers that advance to
achieve a goal.  In banking and financial activity are all capital movements executed by customers and the same bank. 
Exercises, movements, surgeries, maneuvers, combats, deals, business, actions, executions.

operación imperativa
It is an activity of compulsory execution.  Used in protocols in tasks that require safety standards, protection of the



environment and occupational health and safety regulations.  Eg wash hands after handling substances or materials
without using gloves.

ophir
Port of much wealth, mentioned in the Bible, of which every 3 years carried many present to King Solomon.  It is the
name of a town in the United States, in Tooele County, in the State of Utah.  It is also another village in San Miguel
County in the State of Colorado.  It is a town in New Zealand.  It is also a woman's name (Ophir Alviárez, is a
Venezuelan poet, who lives in the United States).  Ofir.

opiáceos
They are the same papaverinas.  Alkaloids extracted from the poppy ( Papaver somniferum ).

opilado
It means clogged, jammed, plugged, covered, occluded.  It is an opaque inflection, which means to get in the way, to
jam, to obstruct, to plug, to cover, to occlude. 

opilar
It means to get in the way, to jam, to obstruct, to plug, to cover, to occlude.  Prevent the flow of a liquid freely through a
duct or channel. 

opinador
Person who issues concepts according to his criteria.  A person who thinks or states what he or she considers
appropriate. 

opinólogo
Expert person in opinology.  It is dedicated to analyzing opinions and concepts. 

opio
It is the name of an alkaloid.  It can be obtained from several plants, including poppy or poppy.  In Argentina boring
person or thing boring, tedious.  laudanum.  Who sleeps, numbs or deceives. 

opioide
In Medicine is all kinds of analgesic that acts like opium or its derivatives.  Opium alcaloids.

opita
In Colombia it means huilense.  person born in the Department of Huila.  It's a loving nickname we have for the natives
of that region.  The term is because in Neiva and the Huila the Patriotic Organization was formed, which was a
clandestine group for freedom at the time of independence and they used the term "Opa".  as a saint and sign.  Given
the great success achieved, the term was used with honor and was popularized among all the inhabitants of the region. 
Because of our tendency to diminutives, over time opa, became opita. 

opípara
It means a very abundant meal.  Copious, splendid, feast, francachela, comilona. 



oplocracia
It means the government of arms, mastery of weapons.  Military government or military dictatorship. 

oplomanía
It's the obsession with collecting weapons, especially if they're old.

oponentes
It means they object.  Opponents, opponents, rivals, contenders.

oponerse
It means being in opposition in the way of thinking or acting for another person.  Face, resist, contravene, counteract,
curb, hold, prevent, address, confront.

oprobio
It means dishonor or shame in public.  Humiliation, vilification, shame, affront, ignominy.  Derision, outrage. 

oprobiosa
It means rude, offensive, insulting, ignominious, affront.  That offends or insults.

oprobioso
It means that it insults, generates an affront, which causes offense, which is an ignominy, that outrages.  Fact that hurts
someone else's feelings.  It affects honor.  Insulting, outrageous, frantic, offensive, ignominious. 

oprovio
The correct term is opprobrium.  Mean injury, denuesto.  You mean offense, outrage, insult, abuse, tort, infamy,
expletive, vilification.  It can also mean harm, detriment, prejudice, denigrate.

optoquina
In Chemistry it is a derivative of Hydrokinin.  It is also called ethylhydrocuprein hydrochloride.  It is an alkaloid that is
obtained or extracted from Quina.  It is used for the control of Pneumococci.  In Bacteriology it is used to differentiate
Streptococcus pneumoniae or Pneumococcus. 

optra
It is a model or reference of a type of car, of the line sedán of the automotive brand Chevrolet. 

opulencia
In Colombia we use it as a synonym of wealth, abundance, exuberance, fortune, capital, profusion.

opulencia
In Colombia we use it as a synonym of wealth, abundance, exuberance, fortune, capital, profusion.

opulencia
In Colombia we use it as a synonym of wealth, abundance, exuberance, fortune, capital, profusion.



opulencia
In Colombia we use it as a synonym of wealth, abundance, exuberance, fortune, capital, profusion.

opuntia
It is synonymous with aypanto, aypantu, Cactus, cactus, prickly pear.  It is a plant genus of the family Cactaceae whose
fruits have a high nutritional value.

opv
It is the abbreviation of popular housing organizations.  It is the name of a free housing program established by the
Bogotá secretariat of Habitat.  In trade and finance, it is the abbreviation of public offer of sale, which is an operation in
the stock market.  Get out of the bag.

oquedad
It means hollow, cavity, hole.  Hole, concavity, depression, hole.  That presents a gap or void. 

oquite
It is one of the names given in Mexico to a plant of the family Amaranthaceae.  It is also known as amaranth, cani,
bledo, yerba caracas, pipilongo.  It has medicinal and gastronomic uses.  It is also used as a seasoning. 

oracion con estulticia
It is a sentence that contains a stupidity, clumsiness, pendejada, idiocy, foolishness, sandez, nonsense, lovey-dovey,
rubbish, donkey, stupidity, ball around.

oracion despierta el grillo su serenata
It is a colloquial phrase, by which a man refers to when your spouse or partner initiates an refrain or rant, to make a
claim for bad behavior. It is almost like saying: " It has already begun...  " or " already began.  " Also the children use it
when you start the scolding of a mother.

oral
It means that it is done verbally, through words.  Which is done with the mouth.  Spoken, told, narrated.  Verbal, buccal. 

oralia
Oralia is a woman's name. It means who brings the message, the message carrier. Gold. It is the name of an annual
magazine specialized in speech and its analysis. Representatives of Latin-American universities make up the editorial
board.

oralizacion
Also known as the Oralista method, it is of current education of the deaf which establishes that all communication with
the deaf children, as well as communication among deaf adults, must be made exclusively by means of the word and
the lip reading. This theory holds that the use of the manual alphabet and gestural language delay or prevent deaf child
to acquire the use of the word or a decoction of the language in a natural way. Lip reading. Read a letter. Do something
with the mouth or tongue.

orange
It is not the Spanish language but English word and means Orange.



orante
It means person who prays, who prays.  Faithful who is in a position to pray or do penance.  Person who has his arms
outstretched in gesture of prayer.  With your hands together in a devoted prayer position. 

orate
It means crazy.  insension unhinged, crackpot, .  That he has lost his sanity.  A person who has his mental abilities
disturbed.  Alienated, disturbed, lunatic, foolish, extravagant, eccentric, daring, anxious, absurd, crazy. 

orbe
Mean world, all creation.  You can also refer to the world, land, sphere, planet.  Ball or globe representing the planet
Earth, globe.

orbitador
It is a device designed to spin (orbit) a planet, a natural satellite or the moon for scientific observation, data
retransmission or as a bridge in projects with humans in space exploration.  It is similar to a space capsule and can also
be called a command module. 

orbitan
It is a turning point in orbit.  It means tumbling around something.

orcheta
Orcheta or Orxeta ( 41 Valencian; It is the name of a municipality in the Valencian Community, located in 40 Alicante; 41
Spain;. It has nearly 1000 inhabitants.

orchis
It means orchid or testicle.  Name of a genus of plants in the family Orchidaceae (orchids).  Name of an asteroid (1080). 
Name of a criminal organization in Marvel. 

orcinas
It is the name of a French village that is located in the Rhone-Alpes region.  It belongs to the Drome Department.  It can
also mean relative to orcas or the underworld.  Orcins are dyes that are usually extracted from lichens.

orco
It means hell, winter, abyss.  Demon Empire, devil-dominated territory.  Hell, winter, abyss, underworld, paila mocha.

orcoma
Only female daughter in a family.  It is a geographical region of Bolivia, Province of Capinota, in the Department of
Cochabamba.  It is a town in the municipality of Sicaya, where there are very important hot springs.  It's a mining area. 
It is also the name of a non-metallic mining project that will settle in Huara, Chile, Tarapacá Region.  Iodine and Ioduro
will be exploited.

orcos
In Celtic mythology, demons, monsters.  Fantastic beings.  The word evolved in Spanish into ogres.  Humanoid.  Be
humanoid-looking, it has permanently aggressive attitude and has an unpleasant appearance.  Plural of orc .  It can also
mean hell, birding us, places where unclean souls go. 



ordago
The correct term is órdago, with tilde.  It means very good, excellent, great, big, intense.  Gambling is betting all that's
left to a single tab or move.  In Colombia we say "go the remains".   Risk everything on.

ordalía
Judgment of God.  Proof to which the accused were subjected in the Middle Ages to know their guilt or innocence
(mourning, hot iron, fire). 

ordas
The correct term is Horde with h.  It means a lot of people.  Mean crowd, crowd troop, crowd, clan, tribe and peat.

ordás
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Ordaz or Ordax also exists.  It is the name of a port in Venezuela (Puerto Ordaz),
which is city and together with Caroni and San Felix, form Guyana city which is the capital of the State of Bolivar, in
Venezuela.  Name of a Spanish conquistador who was the first to explore and map the Orinoco River (Diego de Ordaz). 
Name of several Spanish towns.

ordeal
It is an English word that means trial by ordeal, trauma, bitter experience, suffering, suffering, punishment and torture.

orden
It means a situation of correct functioning or normality, harmony within a collectivity.  Good organization or
accommodation of things in a certain space according to a dictation or rules.  Distribution.  Execution of actions or
activities according to a mandate.  Mandate, law, obligation, requirement, imposition.   Act in a coordinated manner. 
Peace, calm. 

orden cronológico
It means sequencing a series of events according to the date that will be happening.  Sort the facts according to their
dates of occurrence.

ordesa
Ordesa is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ordesa ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
national park is Aragon, Spain.

ordinal
You mean a number that indicates a position in a list or sequence.  Indicating order, which indicates the position within a
listing.  Relative to the order.

ordoñezita
It means dedicated to Ordoñez (Ezequiel Ordóñez a Mexican geologist).  It is the name of a mineral discovered in
Guanajuato (Mexico).  Ordóñez was director of the Institute of Geology of Mexico.  Chemically it is a zinc oxide and
antimony. 

ore
It is an inflection of pray.  It means pray, cry unto God, impetrar, beg, ask, raise of preces, public speaking.



orear
In Colombia, it is the same as air or vent.  It is to place something to dry the air or wind action.  Dry.

orebe
It is the name of a Colombian Amazonian indigenous people.  It is also called Ocaine or Okaine.  Name of the language
spoken by these indigenous people. 

orebes
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people.  It is also known as Diokaya or Ocaine.  It is also the name of the
language they speak that belongs to the Bora-Huitoto family.  They live in the Department of Amazonas. 

orecchiette
It is a word of Italian origin that means orejita.  It is the name of a type of paste that is shaped like ears or shells (mollusc
leaflets).  They have a rough surface.  In Colombia we call them conchitas. 

oree
It is an inflection of orear. It means air, subject to the action of air, dry something windproof.

oregon
The correct term is Oregon in Spanish.  It is the name of one of the States of the United States, which is to the
Northwest of the country and whose Capital is Salem.  Name of an ancient region or territory of North America, located
to the Northwest and includes the British Columbia (Canada), the States of Oregon, Idaho and Washington and a part of
the States of Montana and Wyoming.  It was located between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean.

oregón
Spanish name of a State of the Union (United States), whose capital is Salem (English er Oregon, without tilde).  Name
of a North American territory ranging from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Coast.  Name of a battleship of the United
States Navy.  Name of American cities in the states of Illinois, Missouri and Wisconsin.  Name of counties in the states
of Missouri and Wisconsin.  Name of a river in Spain, tributary of Jabalón (Royal City).  The place-name can be derived
from oregano (the origanum vulgare plant, from the Family Lamiaceae), which abounds in the area, but there are
versions that originate in Hurricane, taino god of storms or even of ear. 

orejano
In the Plains Colombo-Venezuelans, it means ignorant, illiterate.  person who lacks studies or knowledge.  Regarding
livestock cattle of very large ears or that have no marks on them.

orejear
It means eavesdropping on the conversations of others.   It can also be grabbing by the ears or stroking them. 

orejera
Part of the CAP covering the ears to protect them from the cold.  Cover of leather that protects the ear from loud noises
(in the use of explosives).  Tapaoidos.  I realtivo to the ear, or that is used in it.

orejero
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a tree.  It is also known as caracaro.  In Costa Rica it is called



Guanacaste and in Panama corotú.  .  The scientific name is Enterolobium cyclocarpum.  It belongs to the fabaceae
family.  

orejeta
Diminutive and derogatory ear.  Tab , separator .  Wooden tongue that is placed on the inside of the saber pod.  Shot
from a escarpin. 

orejones
In the llanos of Colombia say Dried apricots to pigs or pigs.  In the Tolima we say Dried apricots to donkeys and rabbits.
In the Colombian Atlantic coast will say Dried apricots in a class of ZeBu cattle.

oreo
It is an inflection of orear.  It means put to dry in the wind or air.

oreval
In Chile it is a chain of shops that are dedicated to the rental of movies.

orégano
It is the name of an aromatic herbaceous plant that is used as a condiment.  Its scientific name is Origanum vulgare and
it belongs to the Lamiaceae family.  Oregano is also called other similar plants of the genus Origanum.  Etymologically it
means plant that brightens the mountain.  

orfanato
Colombia is a hospice for orphans or abandoned.  They are also known as shelters, protection of children or the child
houses.

orfanatorio
It is the same as orphanage or orphanage.  It is the place where protection and protection is given to orphaned or
abandoned children.  Inclusa . 

orfandad
It means helplessness, which has the quality or condition of orphan.  Absence of parents or lack of support or protection.
 Abandonment.  Name of a right or subsidy that orphans have. 

orfebre
He is a craftsman who works with various metals.  The word is of French origin (de aurifaber), which means architect,
who works with gold

orfelinato
It means orphanage, orphanage, hospice, inclusa, asylum.  Place where abandoned children or orphaned children are
cared for. 

orfelunios
It is one of the words invented by Julio Cortazar in Rayuela.  It can mean fingers. 



orfeón
In music is a group of vocalists or singers of different tones of voice and interpret their songs in a rhythmic manner. 
Choir, coral, group, round set.

orfre
It means goldsmith, who makes objects and jewelry with gold and silver. 

organal
It's the same as boulder.  Rocky material of rounded shape found in the beds of rivers and streams. 

organdí
It is a kind of muslin that is transparent.  Fine fabric.

orgasmo
It means climax of arousal in a sexual relationship.  Sexual spasm. 

orgánico, ca
It means he has organs.  Relative to organs.  Relative to living things.  He has life, biological.  The term is also used to
indicate that a product is natural and that it was grown or bred without using chemicals, hormones, genetic modifications
or additives.  Natural.  It can also indicate, that something is well organized, structured, hierarchical, in Chemistry,
means that they contain Carbon.

orgeat
It means horchata, made from barley.  It is a sweet drink that can have different ingredients, but predominate the
almonds.  Sweet syrup made from almonds and orange blossom or rose water.  It has Arabic origins.

orgía
Collective or group sex party.

orgon
It is the name of a French village, near Arles in Provence area.  Type of energy etheric suggested by Wilhelm Reich in
1930.

orgonita
Concerning the orgon, type of etheric energy.  Power generator.  That is from Orgon (France).

oriamendi
Name of a small mountain near San Sebastian in Spain.  It is located between Hernani and San Sebastian.  It does not
reach 200 meters in height.

oriana
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It is contraction of two other names Oria which means that it is gold or gold and
Anne which means full of grace.  Name of an Italian writer and journalist named Oriana Fallaci.  Name of Argentine
singer and girlfriend of Paulo Dybala the footballer. 



orias
Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a Bolivian singer named Miguel Hugo Orias Paredes (he is better known as
MIguel Orías).  Name of a lion-shaped demon riding on a very powerful equine.  Its function is to teach about the virtues
of stars and planets.  It is also called Oriax.  In Europe it is the name of the Single Register of Intermediaries in
Insurance, Banking and Finance.  It was approved by a 2002 European Union directive and has operated under the
supervision of the Treasury Department since 2007. 

oribe
In Mexico it is a masculine name and a surname, of Basque origin.  In primitive language it means take two (referring to
two lots or land). 

orichá
It is also valid Orixá or Orishá .  It is the name of a divinity among the Yorubas.  She's The Daughter of Olóorun. 

oriental
It means relative to the east.  It is also a way of referring to a Uruguayan.  Native of Uruguay.  It comes from the East
and in general terms can refer to a Chinese, a Japanese or a Korean.  Name of the longest mountain range in
Colombia. 

orientarse
It is the action of search and get the course or indicated road to get to a particular site.  Know exactly where.  Enrumbar
is routed, settle.

oriente
Cardinal point equivalent to the East.  Reference point where the sun rises.  Nascent, initiating.  Orient inflection, which
means to fix the position or direction, to give or supply the appropriate information. 

oriente, punto cardinal, sinonimos
They are synonymous with East, cardinal point: lift, rising, East, outgoing.

oriflama
Doom warrior worn in antiquity some kings, especially of France.  Banner of the Abbey of St. Dionysus (was of silk
incarnate with gold-colored embroidery).  Golden and incarnate.  It can also mean flag, pendant, teaching, badge,
banner.

origa
It was the stage name of a famous singer Russian, very popular in the Japan.  His real name was Olga Vitalevna
Yakovleva.  He died of a heart attack at age 44 in Tokyo.

origen de la palabra huanengo
It is a word of tarascan origin that means blouse (in Mexico).  It comes from the word Uanenju.

origen del dicho el mismo que viste y calza
Colombia also uses "he who dresses and sings".  The phrase "he who dresses and shoes", to say the same, that, it is
not another /Soy I).  It appears in the text of Don Quixote, which reflects that it is very old used.



origen del nombre dahir
It is a name of male origin Arabic, which means that stands out for its brightness, bright, bright.  There are variants such
as Dairo and Zahir.  A female level are variants Daira and Zahira.  It is also used in Turkey.  Dahir Insaat is the name of
a Turkish company for engineering, design and construction.  As a noun it means decree issued by the King in Morocco.

origen economico de los purepechas
the Purépecha economic origin is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Purépecha" being its meaning:<br>The
Purépecha are especially about Mexican indigenous of Michoacán and the basis of its economy was fishing, are
fishermen.

originado
It's an inflection to originate.  It means producing, provoking, causing, promoting, motivating, arousing.  It can also mean
starting, starting, getting started. 

originador
It means causative, which gives rise, which originates .  That causes, gives rise to or initiates something. 

orillar
In Colombia it is to be located at the edge or boundary of something.  Remove or position yourself on the edge of a road
or off the berm.  Go to shore. 

orinada
Action or effect of urinating.  Meada, chichiciada.  Urination.  Passing urine . 

orinadero
Site usually designated to urinate.  Orinal, mettle, piping.

orinal
In Colombia it is a type of health rate, which is embedded in the wall and that is for an exclusive one of varrons and only
serves to urinate.  There is also the ditch urinal which is a porcelained floor way of a small ditch to be used in the same
way.  Urine.

oriola
It is the surname of a great Spanish basketball player.  Pierre David Oriola Garriga, is called to play in Barcelona's Pivot.
 Female of oriol, bird also called Oriole (Oriolus oriolus, of the family Oriolidae).   Oriola is the name in Valencian of the
city of Orihuela, a city in the province of Alicante, in Spain.  Oriola is a woman's name in catalan (and Latin) origin, which
means that it is golden, Golden.  Male version: Oriol.

oripopo
It is one of the names of an American scavenger bird in Venezuela.  It is also known as American vulture, guala,
redhead vulture, zopilote, cute, aura, jote, gallipavo, turkey chicken, headhead.  Its scientific name is Cathartes aura and
belongs to the family Cathartidae.

orisa
Spearhead a team.  Benchmark.  The first line of combat soldier.  The vanguard, Captain, standard bearer.



orive
It means goldsmith .  Person who works with gold and makes watermarks. 

orix
It is a type of African Antelope with aspect of horse and very long, straight, ringed horns.  It is also called Oryx, oryx or
Antelope oryx, antelope or Gazelle, Oryx Gazelle.  The name of a genus of Artiodactyla. belonging to the family Bovidae
and comprising 4 species.

oriza
The correct term is Oriza ( is the name of a genus, and always goes with capital letter ).  It is the name of a genus of
Gramineae plants of the family Poaceae.  Oriza sativa species, known as rice, is the cereal that is most grown in the
world.  Tall grasses in wetlands are included in this genus.  Its fruits are in spikes.

orizaba
Name of a Mexican volcano, between the states of Veracruz and Puebla.  It is also known as Pico Orizaba, Citlaltépetl
(Mount of the Star), Iztactépetl (Mount of Sal).  Orizaba is also the name of a Mexican city in the State of Veracruz.  It is
the highest volcano in North America and the largest summit in Mexico.  Another peculiarity is that it is the only volcano
in the world that has frozen lava.  In mythology Olmeca was a osprey.

orlaba
It is an inflection of Orlar. Means skirting, couching, contour, decorate, spruce, garnish, fajar, fix.

orleanista
Follower or supporter of the House of Orleans in France.  Defender of King Louis Philip I, Duke of Orleans. 

orlón
It is the patented name of a synthetic fiber used for fabrics.  Acrylic fiber name .  It was developed by Du Pont. 
Commercial name of that fiber.

orm
ORM is the acronym in English of Object-Relational mapping (mapping object-relational), which is a technique of
programming for data management.

orma
The correct term is last.  It means mold, model, trim, template, design, module, example.

ormuz}
Hormuz} is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hormuz" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Hormuz.  It
is the name of a city and an island that also give the name to the a strait at the entrance to the Persian Gulf.  The city as
such no longer exists and the nearest is currently the Iranian city of Bandar Abbas.  It is the place where most passing
tankers in the world.

ornear
In some parts of Spain (lion, Zamora and Galicia especially) means to rummage.  Sound emitted by the donkey or
donkey.  With h, baking is heating or roasting in the oven. 



ornitología
It is the part of the Natural Sciences and Zology that is dedicated to the study of birds. 

ornitóloga
Woman who is engaged in the study of birds.  Biologist specialized in Ornitology .

ornologia
I think that the question is about ornithology.  If so, is the branch of Zoology which focuses on the study of birds.

oro
Name of a color .  gold.  Name of a chemical element, whose chemical symbol is Au and its atomic number is 79 .  Very
valuable metal name.  Inflection to pray, which means praying. 

oro negro
It is one of the ways of calling the oil.  You're told so by the high commercial value (gold) and color (black).  It is the
name of a defunct team of Colombian soccer which had headquarters in Barrancabermeja, Santander.  He participated
in 1971 in the professional Championship.  The current team of that city is called Alianza Petrolera.

orobal
It's the name of a medicinal plant.  It is also known as orval, large blackberry grass or mulberry grass, Indian gingseng,
bufera, bell, vitania, devil's tomato or ashwagandha, which in Sanskrit means that it smells like horseback.  Its scientific
name is Withania somnifera and belongs to the family Solanaceae.  It is clarified that orobal is also called orobal to other
species of the same genus Withania, such as frutescens and aristata.  

orocalco
Name of a metal valuable in antiquity.  It is the name of a natural alloy of Zinc, Copper and Lead.  It means it looks like
gold, similar to gold.  Oricalco or aticalco may also be used. 

orodofono
The correct term is odorophone.  It's a neologism.  It is a device that emits odours and holographic projections
simultaneously.  Device that projects olfactory images.  It's an invention of writer Ray Bradbury.

orofaringe
It means it relates to the mouth and throat. 

orondo
In Colombia, it has several meanings.  It means proud, satisfied, full, happy, proud, presumptuous, fat, chubby, thick,
foam, swollen, inflated, grown, believed.   It is also used simply to indicate a large, barrigona and wide vessel.

orontes
It is the name of a river that was born in Lebanon, through Syria and part of Turkey.  It flows into the Mediterranean Sea.
 It is also known as river or the rebel River, or river flowing backward.

oroña



Name of a Spanish town in the Basque Country.  Spanish surname of Basque origin.  It is also one of the ways to call
corn.  It is also known as sara, corn, corn. 

oropel
It means that it looks like gold.  It is a way of calling the pyrite or gold of fools.  Name of typical Colombian song
composed by Jorge Villamil Cordobés and performed masterfully by the duet "Silva y Villalba".  Also in the center of
Colombia is a fruit. 

oropiente
The correct term in Mineralogy is oropimente.  It is one of the names that receives an Arsenic sulfide.  It is also called
arsenic trisulfide.  Its chemical formula is As2S3.  It is yellow, earthy-looking and is usually associated with watering. 

oroponga
It is a common name given in some parts of Brazil to the bird called bell ringer, bearded bell ringer or bearded bell
ringer.  It is also known as averano or northeast oroponga.  It is a songbird of the family Cotingidae, its scientific name is
Procnias averano.

orosi
Orosi is the name of a village in Costa Rica, in the Paradise Canton, Carthage Province.  It is also the name of a river
and a valley in the same area.  Orosi is also a California state town in the United States.  Orosí, this with tilde (language
chorotega or mangue), is the name of an indigenous king in Costa Rica and the name of a stratovolcano of the
Cordillera de Guanacaste.

orozuz
It is one of the common names of a tree that is also known as liquorice, orosus, paloduz, liquorice.  It is one of the
seasonings for very old use.  Its scientific name is Glycyrrhiza glabra and belongs to the fabaceae family.  

orquesta individual
It is a character who performs music by pressing or using several instruments at the same time.  Street artist who
performs music with several instruments simultaneously.

orquestar
In Colombia it means to organize, plan, machine.  Conspiring, planning something in order to do harm. 

orqueta
The correct term in Spanish is Wye, with h.  It is the joint of a trunk with a branch of the tree.  Bifurcation of a trunk. 
Element of wood in the form of and.  It is also a tool that is used to launch the hay or the harvest.  Orchestras without h
is the epithet of a species of fish called Chloroscombrus orchestras of the Carangidae family.

orqui
Prefix orchids in Spanish, it comes from the Greek prefix Orchi or orchis, which means testicle or testicle-shaped.

orquialgia
In medicine, is the name of the chronic scrotal pain.  Also referred to as orquidinia, testicular pain.



orquidario
Site where orchids are grown or displayed.  You can also use the term orchid. 

orquidarium
It's the same as an orchid.  Place where orchids are grown or displayed.  Part of a Botanical Garden where orchids are
located.  Orchid show or orchid section . 

orquis
It is the Castilianization of the Latin word orchis, which means testicle.  It is also the name of a variety of orchid that
comes from China and belongs to the orchidiaceae family.  It is characterized by developing preferably in the soil.

orquídeas
Orchid Plural .  It is the name of a flower and a large number of plants belonging to the Orchidaceae family.  The word is
of Greek origin and means testicle, referencing the shape and arrangement of its tubers.  There are more than 20. 000
species.  Name of a Neighborhood of The North of Bogota .  Name of a CED in Bogota ( District Educational Center ) . 

orre
In lunfardo language means lazy, lazy or also poor person.  I'm tearing.  In dialect Tehuelche or Aonikenk (also called
Patagonés) means tooth .  Silo , where grains are stored.  Name of a Norwegian locality in Rogaland County. 

orso
Orso Italian language means bear, ursid.

ortega
It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Tolima.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is one of
the common names of a bird in Spain, of the family Pteroclidae, its scientific name is Pterocles orientalis and also
receives the names of ganga, ganga ortega, among other Iberian ganga.  They are very similar to the partridges and
doves, by what previously was considered galliforme and columbiforme.

ortiba
In Argentina it means snitch, delator, toad.  It's a lunfardo language term.

ortiga
It is the name of a plant that has leaves stinging.  That pica, which pringá.  Latin Urtica, nettle, is a genus of herbaceous,
usually characterized by having leaves with stinging hairs or that touching them produce hives, itching, biting.

ortiguilla
It is one of the common names of the Anemone or sea anemone.  Its scientific name is Anemonia sulcata and belongs
to the family Actiniidae.  It is a marine aquatic organism.  Sea nettle may also be called or pringona.

ortiz
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin (Basque).  It is the name of a municipality in Venezuela in Guárico State.  It
is the name of a river in Spain, tributary of the river Piedra, in the province of Zaragoza, near to Calatayud.  Last name
of the current Queen of Spain.



orto
It means principle, origin, birth, beginning.  standard , basis .  Name given to the moment when a star or sun appears on
the horizon.  Sunrise, dawn.  It is also a prefix.

ortotalianismo
It is the purported way of feeding well and in a healthy way, without causing any kind of evil to the body.

ortraud
I think the question is for Artaud.  If so, it's a French surname.  Surname of a French poet and playwright, born in
Marseille, whose full name is Antoine Marie Joseph Artaud, better known as Antonin Artaud.  He is considered the father
of cruel theatre or cruelty.  Artaud is also the name of an album by Argentine rock group and an album, by Pescado
Rabioso and "El Flaco" Luis Alberto Spinetta.

ortro
In Greek mythology was the name of a fabulous 2-headed dog.  He was the brother of Can Cerbero, who had three
heads.  He cared for geríon's red cows and oxen on the island of Eritia with Pastor Eurition.  He was also called Gargitio.
 He was killed by Hercules in his tenth job.

ortrud
ortrud is written incorrectly and should be written as "Ortrud ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Ortrud, which is a female German name, also used as Ortraud, Ortrude or Gertrude.  Equals Gertrudis in Spanish and
means virgin warrior, and is of German origin.  It is a character from the Opera Lohengrin by Richard Wagner.

ortrude
The correct term is Ortrade.  It is the name of a shopping centre in Barcelona (Spain).

ortuna
Ortuna is a comprehensive Word, Fortune without the f.  Ortuño is the surname of a very good Spanish footballer. 
Ortuna is a motif or border of the costumes.

oruga
It is one of the States in the metamorphosis of Lepidopterous Insects.  Corresponds to the second stage or larval.  The
others are egg, pupa, pupa, and adult.  They are usually soft and crawling.  It is synonym of worm, larva and when they
have hairs are told stuffed animals or you hipas.  Caterpillar is also a metallic system of traction and locomotion of
vehicles and heavy machinery.  Traction chain or reel.

oruga
It is a drive system that is used with heavy machinery and tanks.  They are metal platelet link and in the form of band,
that slide over a few pine nuts.

oruga
It is a drive system that is used with heavy machinery and tanks.  They are metal platelet link and in the form of band,
that slide over a few pine nuts.

oruga



It is a drive system that is used with heavy machinery and tanks.  They are metal platelet link and in the form of band,
that slide over a few pine nuts.

oruga
It is a drive system that is used with heavy machinery and tanks.  They are metal platelet link and in the form of band,
that slide over a few pine nuts.

orujo
In Colombia it is the residual solid part of the cane, after taking the juice out of the trapiche.  Hollejo, bagasse.  Solid
waste material in a trapiche.  Residual skin of the grapes after tread.  Skin of some cereals and some fruits.  Shell.

orunmila
It is the same Orula or Orunla, which are the names of a god of Yoruba santeria, divination and wisdom. 

orwelliana
It means concerning Orwell, produced or announced by George Orwell, an English writer.  It is essentially everything
related to ideas, conditions, policies, situations, doctrines or practices that they see in decline of a society that is just,
free and open.  Factors that destroy a free and open society.  Any factor that eliminates a modern and inclusive society. 
Totalitarian. 

orwelliano
It is an adjective that qualifies every fact, idea, situation or social condition that is destructive to free and open society.   
Concerning George Orwell, related to this writer or his ideas. 

orxeta
In Spain, it is the name of a municipality.  Also known as Orcheta.  It belongs to the Valencian Community.  Name of a
very steep mountain range of that same region. 

orzaga
It is one of the common names of a foraging shrub of the family Quenopodicaeae (or Chenopodiaceae).  It receives
other common names such as Marism, Marsh, Armuelle, Alimo, Salgada, Salgadera, Sagra, Salty, White-salted.  Its
scientific name is Atriplex halimus. 

orzar
It means to return, turn, turn, turn, flip.  It generally refers to moving, turning or turning taking advantage of the help of
the wind (in Marinería y Náutica). 

orzo
I luffed or risoni is the name of a typical pasta of Italian cuisine that looks like grains of rice, although most large.  In
Italian orzo means barley.

osa
Female bear, mother of the Cubs.  Inflection of bone.  It means daring, be bold.  It is the name of a constellation.  It is a
city of Russia.  It is a Region, a Canton and a municipality of Costa Rica.  It is a surname of Spanish origin, that
sometimes what written in ss.  It is a kind of Russian attack ships.  It is also a genus of plants in the family Rubiaceae



(this belongs the Aiello, neat bear which is endemic to Costa Rica).  In Colombia is the acronym for the musical
"organization Sayco Acimpro" organization that welcomes all the musicians, composers and performers.   Well could this
word ensured at least for two meanings, don't you think?.

osaba
It's a ossar inflection.  It means dare.

osar
It means daring, taking risks, venturing, trying, deciding. 

osarizawaíta
It means that Osarizawa is a town and a Kosuno mine in Japan.  It is a sulfate (aluminum, copper and lead), of the
Alunita group. 

osasuna
The correct term is Osasuna. It is a word that in Basque language means health, force, or effect. Name of a team of
Spanish soccer, Pamplona, Navarra and which competes in the second division today called League 1/2/3.

osayacu
Osayacu, is the name of a pumping station of the PetroEcuador enterprise, located in the Ecuadorian Amazon, near the
city of Achidona.

oscamente
The correct term is Sullenly.  Little nice and threatening treatment.  Means way unfriendly, dry, intractable, unpleasant,
sullen, unpleasant, vicious, rough, tova, frowning, or form threatening.

oscurecedor
Implement, fact or ingredient that opaque or darkens .  It removes light, brightness or clarity.  It increases darkness or
opacity.  By extension that produces fear, fear, terror, panic.  What a threat.  Terrifying, scary, scary, threatening.

osea
The correct term is bone.  It means on or related to the bone.  You can also be considered bone, such as a bone or
osear.  It means picking, pry, dig, dig with the trunk.

osezno
Name given to bear cubs.  Small bear, bear cub.  Teddy bear.

osher
It is a male name of Hebrew origin and means popularity, abundance, happiness, good fortune.  Also in the United
States it is a surname of Jewish origin.  Surname of an American philanthropist creator of more than 120 institutes of
Higher Education, named Bernard Osher.  He is also an art collector and one of the richest men in the world. 

oshota
In Ecuador and southern Colombia oshota or ochota is the name of a footwear class.  Coriza , flip flop, alpargate.  It is a



rustic footwear, woven in cabuya and cotton.

oshun
Virgin of Copper Charity.  Name of a Yoruba deity.  queen of freshwater and springs.

osimandías
It is more suitable or used Ozymandías (English variant).  It was one of the ways to call Ramesses II, the Pharaoh of
Egypt.  Name of a poem by Percy Bysshe Shelley.  Name of a fictional Watchmen character and a sci-fi story by Robert
Silverberg.

osito
Bear diminutive.  Small bear.  It was the nickname or alias of a drug trafficker, cousin of Pablo Escobar and named
Roberto Escobar Gaviria. 

osmia
It is a genus of bees known as bees Masons or tabiqueras bees. They build some divisions of their diapers with walls of
mud. They are widely used for pollination in agriculture. The most commonly used for pollinating species are o.
cornifrons, o. ribifloris and o. lignaria.

oso de anteojos
It is one of the common names of an endemic South American bear.  It is also called South American bear, frontino,
careto, ukumari, jukumari, Andean bear.  Its scientific name is Tremarctos ornatus and belongs to the family Ursidae.  In
Colombia it is one of the most protected species. 

oso ondo
They are not terms of the Spanish but the Basque language. It means " Very well ".

oso panda
Common name of a Southeast Asian ursid.  It is currently only found in Sichuan Province in central China.  It is also
called giant panda bear or just panda.  Its scientific name is Ailuropoda melanoleuca and belongs to the family Usrdidae.
 There is also the red panda bear, also called minor panda or fake panda.  Its scientific name is Ailuropoda
melanoleuca, but it belongs to the family Ailuridae and is not considered a real bear.  Both are carnivores, although the
giant panda basically feeds on bamboo buds.  

osoondo
It is not an expression in Spanish, but the Basque, which is to say very good, perfect, excellent.

ostara
Ostze or Ostara, is the name of a German, equivalent to the Easter celebration or celebration of the resurrection of
Jesus for Christians.  It is established in replacement of the ancient pagan celebration of spring.  It is equivalent to the
current April season.

osteictios
It is the Spanishization of the term Osteichthyes.  In Biology is the name given to fish that have bones.  Fish with bones
or bone fish.  Skeleton-endowed fish.



ostensorio
It's the same as ostensorium or custody.  It is the name of a liturgical ornament of the Catholic Church.  It is usually in
the form of a sun that radiates luminous rays and is used to store consecrated hosts.  It is exposed to the faithful for their
worship (exhibition of the Most High).

osteología
It is the name given to the branch of medicine that is dedicated to the study of bones and bone structures. 

osteomalacia
It is a term used in Medicine.  It is a disease that is manifested by the softening of the bones due to the gradual loss of
calcium salts.  Decalcification of bones.  Softening of the bones.  It can be treated with dietary supplements rich in
vitamin D, calcium and phosphorus. 

osteopenia
Weakening of the bones.  Loss of bone mineral density.  Bone deterioration caused by age.  It is the degradation of
bones as age increases. 

osteoporosis
It is the accelerated loss of density of the bones, usually because of age.  It is determined by Bone Mineral densitometry
exams.  In patient with osteoporosis has high risk of fractures and severe bone injuries.

ostia
In Ancient Rome it was the name of a Roman village and port that was at the mouth of the Tiber River.

ostiopenia
The correct term is osteopenia, which is a medical term.  Of determined by Bone Mineral densitometry exams. 
Osteopenia is slow from the bones because of age, slightly higher than the normal range.  Loss of bone density.  It is
considered a factor somewhat manageable for the patient, since it can be controlled with diet and medications. 
Conversely, osteoporosis is the accelerated degradation, which is negative and can have consequences, ease in bone
fractures.

ostomía
It is a term used in medicine to describe a surgical procedure consists of making an incision or drilling ( 41 stoma; in a
hollow organ.  It can be in any part of the digestive system and allow the fecal matter 40 outlet; Jejunostomy,
duodenostomy, Ileostomy, colostomy ) , in the urinary tract and allow urine to escape ( nephrostomy, ureterostomy,
vesicostomia ) , directly into the stomach to feed the patient ( 41 Gastrostomy; the respiratory system 40 w;
Tracheostomy or cricotiroidotomia, thoracostomy ).

ostracismo
It means voluntarily withdraw, isolate themselves, hiding.  Remain hidden and silent.  Not to manifest itself and keep
silent.

ostracodermos
It means with body or skin armored or protected by a crust or shell.  Protected with armor, very hard or costly skin.  It
was the genus of fossil fish they were also called Cefalaspis.



ostro
Oyster.  Mollusk whose ink was used in ancient times to dye or dye fabrics.  Ink or tincture that is obtained from
mollusks and that is purple in color.  Also in Greek mythology was Notis, Notos, the personification of the south wind. 
For Italians wind coming from the Adriatic.  In the east it is called Migjorn or Noon.  Warm and humid wind from the
Mediterranean. 

osumilita
It means born, resident or associated with Osumi province of the Prefecture of Kagoshima, on the island of Kiusu. 
Japan.

otan
It is the Spanish acronym for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.  It is also in French : Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord .  The acronym is NATO, which is equivalent to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

otavita
It is the name of a mineral, chemically classified as a Cadmium carbonate.  This means that it is from Otavi or a
Namibian town was discovered in Otavi. 

oteaba
To say he looked from the top, I watched.

oteando
It is an inflection of lookout. It means to foresee, spot, glimpse, perceive, discover, scrutinize, observe, check, register.

oterada
To say that it is full of mountains or hills topography, undulating, lomerio, collada.

otero
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Hill, Hill or isolated hill.  Site high and observation in the middle of a plain or
plateau.  Hill, Hill, Hill, mound.  Name of a mountain in Cantabria and multiple Spanish towns (Allende, Candamo,
Noreña, Piloña, rooms, etc.)

oteros
Plural of otero.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Hill, Hill or isolated hill.  Site high and observation in the
middle of a plain or plateau.  Hill, Hill, Hill, mound.  Name of a mountain in Cantabria and multiple Spanish towns
(Allende, Candamo, Noreña, Piloña, rooms, etc.)

otic
It is an abbreviation of a unit of the National University of Colombia.  OTIC is the Office of information and
communications technologies.

otilar
Voice of some wild animals.  Howling, roaring, grunting, Buffalo.



otilio
It is a male name of Latino origin, which means Servant of God.  Male variants : Odilio , Odilo , Odyllon , Obdulio . 
Female variants : Otilia , Odilia , Odila , Odilona , Obdulia .

oto
OTO is a prefix of Greek origin that means ear.  Kind of small owl, owl, bujio, currucao.  Name of male, variant Otto.  It is
of Germanic origin and means having wealth, the lucky one.

otoba
It is one of the common names of a tree that produces edible almond-flavored nuts and from which an oil is extracted. 
The oil is used for hair restoration.  It is also called myristica, otoa or nutmeg.  Its scientific name is Myristica otoba and it
belongs to the family Myristicaceae.  It is also a way of calling a genus of plants from the same family and that is
synonymous with Myristica. 

otodinia
It is the name of a pain that occurs inside the ear. 

otoe
It is another name given to an edible plant of the genus Xanthosoma, from the family Araceae.  It is also known as
mafafa, chonque, malanga, cocoñame, ocumo, bore, yautía, macabo, rascadera, quequisque, tania and tiquizque.

otolito
It means ear stone or ear stone.  It is a medical term for carbonate crystals present in the canals of the inner ear that
inform about the physical balance of the body.  Their presence can cause vertigo. 

otomanismo
Concept that developed in the early stages of the Ottoman Empire.  It was thought that this would solve the social
problems and tensions that existed for that time in the Empire.  He basically promoted individual equality. 

otomano
It means Turkish.  Concerning Turkey .  Name of ancient Empire that developed in Turkey. 

otoñal
It means relative to old age or the decline in a person's strength.  Relating to autumn . 

otoñar
It can mean getting older.  reach adulthood or mature age.  Get old and gray your hair.  It can also relate to the fall of the
leaves of trees and circulate cold winds (adverse weather conditions). 

otoño
It is the name of the third season of the year in the northern hemisphere.  It is characterized by icy winds and falling
leaves of trees.  It precedes winter.  Name of one of the musical works of Antonio Vivaldi and that is part of "The Four
Seasons" .  Middle age , old age . 



otoño-invierno
Cold season binomial.  Time of year or semester where lower temperatures occur.  Season of the year from September
to February. 

otorongo
It is another way to call the yaguar, jaguar, jaguarete, yaguarete or American tiger.  It is an American feline, whose
scientific name is Panthera onca and belongs to the Felidae family. 

otra expresion en colombia de pelao, es quedarse sin dinero, expresión de la costa caribe de colomb
It has several meanings.  1 .  Young, boy, Chinese, goipa, guscope, bug, boy, minor.  Another meaning is nude,
undressing, no clothes, empeloto, viringo.  A third meaning is no shell, no bark, no cuticle.  Makes corn without cuticle,
i.e. stacked and cooked.  With it are prepared arepas and mazamorra antioqueña and that in other regions they call
peto.   And it's true peeling also means liquid, no silver, sloping, no five.

otredad
It is the quality or quality of the person who is put in the situation that affects others.  It is to feel the non-suffering in flesh
and blood.

otro lubre
It means another zip, another brightness, another glow.

ottilia
It is a woman's name of German origin.  It means the one who possesses wealth.  Name of Saint Catholic who was
abbess and is patroness of Alsace.  He lived between 660 and 720.  Name of an asteroid .  Name of an Argentine craft
beer, brewed in General Belgrano. 

ottrelita
It means born, resident or related to Ottre, a Belgian town.  It is in the municipality of Vielsalm.

otun
The correct term is Otún, with tilde.  In Colombia it is the name of a lagoon and a river in the Department of Risaralda. 
Tour a protection zone, called Otún Quimbaya Wildlife Sanctuary.  Figure name zoomorfa Quimbaya made of pure gold,
which apparently represents a small bird, but looks like an exact replica of a fighter-bomber aircraft (Otún Bird).

ouachita
Ouachita is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ouachita; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the
name of a mountain range, a river and a county in the United States, in the States of Arkansas and Oklahoma.  The
name is derived from the tribe of Washita in the area, which means " Good hunting " and " Silver sparkling " waters.

ouija
In Spanish it is more appropriate to use the term güija, according to the RAE.  It is the name of a wooden board that has
an alphabet and numbers with which a supposed contact can be established with spirits that do not belong to the earthly
plane.  It's the name of a 2014 supernatural horror film starring Olivia Cook, directed by Stiles White. 

outfit



It is a term in English very used by athletes who mean out of shape, in preseason, in preparation for the competition.

outlet
It is a word of the English language that means letting out, output, balance, out of inventory.  In Colombia are stores
specializing in sales of inventory balances, are very used by the low prices on brand-name recognized and expensive
products.

outreach
It's an English term that means to surpass, to achieve more than .  Reach up, overtake.  Surpass. 

outrossim
It is a term in Portuguese that means in the same way, in the same way, the same way.  Dem, equally.

ova
In computer science is the abbreviation for virtual learning object.  It is a way of referring to egg, especially when there
are many (such as those of fish).  Fertilized or fertilized egg.  ROE, egg.

ovariectomía
It is a medical term to designate the removal of one or both ovaries in a woman.  It is also often called oophorectomy or
surgical menopause.  . 

ovejas
Plural of sheep.  Sheep, ram, lamb or sheep' females.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality belonging to the
Department of Sucre.  Followers of a shepherd.  They belong to a herd or a parishioner.  Faithful, parishioners. 

ovejero
It means relative to sheep.  Person who takes care of the sheep. 

over hall traduccion
They are words of the English language that mean about the Hall, corridor or trail, duct or pipe.  In the oil industry use
the term Overhaul to indicate, pipes cleaning or general maintenance of a computer, which involves disassembly,
cleaning and reassembly.

overhall
It is more indicated overhaul.  It is an Anglicism that means review, general maintenance.  It is a technical term used in
Engineering and Mechanics.  It is a type of general preventive and corrective maintenance that is carried out to all kinds
of engines.  It involves operation output, therefore it must be well programmed if you want to continue producing.  This
term is most commonly used in aviation and the oil industry.

overhauls
Overhauls is an English word that means revisions.  Repairs.

overlord
It is an English word which means the Lord, master, Commander, Supreme head.   It is more a title.  a rating.



overo
Eye that highlights the white part.  Horse coat with large irregular white spots that leave from the abdomen.   In Spain, is
the name of a village of Trasona, in Asturias.

overol
In Colombia, it is the same as monkey.  Costumes for one piece with opening of zipper, that workers use.

overwhelmed
It is an English word that means overwhelmed or overwhelmed.  Overwhelmed, touched, oppressed.

oviboro
oviboro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ovivoro" as meaning:<br>The correct term is ovivoro. It is that
animal that feeds on eggs.

oviedo
Oviedo is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Oviedo; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Oviedo is a
surname of Spanish origin. Spanish city, capital of Asturias.

ovil
Enclosed place where cattle are kept.  it can also be called fold, aprisco, majada, lockup, corral.

ovillitos
Plural of ovillito.  Diminutive plural of ball.  In Colombia, ball is a wire, rope or thread wound into a ball.  Ball of yarn,
skein of yarn coiled and spherical shape.  Rolls, balls, skeins of not.  It also means in the form of small eggs (ovo
derivative, diminutive of ovo).

oviparos
It means that they reproduce by means of eggs.  They are born by the brooding of an egg. 

ovni
It stands for Unidentified Flying Object.  UFO.  Alien or alien ship. 

ovniólogo
It's the same as aufologist.  She is a person who is an expert in the UFO phenomenon.  He knows a lot about flying
saucers. 

ovolactovegetarianismo
It is a type of dietary diet in which the individual who applies it consumes eggs, dairy products and vegetables. 

ovolácteo
It means related to eggs and milk derivatives.  Type of foods very own for breakfasts and diets that contain Calcium and
are composed of milk and eggs or their derivatives. 



ovovada
The correct writing is obovate.  It means that you have egg-shaped, but is invested to end is the part most wide. 
Aovada, ovada, oval.  The obovate term is used in Botany (with b and then v), to indicate the name of a worksheet that
has egg-shaped inverted, that is, with the extreme, apex or flanged tip.  Wide at the apex.  Elliptical, teardrop shaped. 
obovate.

ovoviviparo
It means that the female has eggs fertilized within your body (but that they operate independently).  Some kinds of
sharks, rays and some snakes are examples of ovoviviparous animals.

ovovivíparo
Animal that gesta their fertilized eggs inside their body and they stop their fully developed living offspring.  Some sharks,
some snakes, and rays are ovoviviparous.

ox
In English language it means ox .  Animal used in agricultural work. 

oxalato
In chemistry it is a salt or an ester derived from oxalic acid.  It is found in many foods and also presents as waste from
the body, especially in the urine. 

oxalide
It is one of the common names of a plant, which is also known as sorrel, sorder, vinegar, lacquer, sorbet, sour.  It
belongs to the genus Oxalis and the family Oxalidaceae.  There are many species.

oxalis
In Botany is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Oxalidaceae (also called Averrhoaceae).  It means
that they contain oxalates, its taste is acid, pungent, sour or sharp.  They are known as sorrel, Cruets, nacederas,
Hallelujah or geese.  If swallowed in large quantities is toxic.  It has many medicinal uses.  .

oxamita
It's also called guañapita.  It is a mineral, chemically Ammonium Oxalate.  It was discovered in the Guañape Islands in
Peru. 

oxálico
It means that it comes from Oxal or Oxalis (Greek name of a genus of plants of the family Oxalidaceae, which are known
as sorrel, nacederas, geese or vinegars).  Concerning oxalis or geese .  Name of an organic acid, also known as
ethanodioic acid.  It is used for polishing floors.  Its formula is HOOC-COOH. 

oxálide
Are plants acaules ( Stemless ) they produce many flowers of different colors and have a bitter taste.  They belong to
the family Oxalidaceae.  They told Oxalis, oxalide, macachín.  There are about 950 species and are native to America.

oxiplumboromeíta
It is a class of Romeite, a mineral that contains lead oxides and antimony.  It's translucent and opaque. 



oxipucio
The correct term is occiput.   It is a term used in anatomy and corresponds to the name of the lower and back part of the
head.  Base of the skull.

oxímetro de pulso
In Medicine, it is an electronic device that allows to indirectly measure the degree of oxygen saturation in the blood.  It is
also called a pulse oximeter.

oxímoron
In Rhetoric it is a play on words, words of double meaning.  Irony. 

oxodegradable
It is a class of plastic that has added certain substances that facilitate degradation by chemical oxidation.  These
additives are usually chemical catalysts containing cobalt, iron or manganese.  They are also technically called
prodegradants.

oxomense
It means native of the City of Osma, native of Osma, a Spanish locality of the Province of Soria.  Relative to this locality .

oyabun
The absolute leader of a Yakuza clan. Oyabun means father. It has a counselor called Saiko-komon. In addition to that
has an army of lawyers, accountants, Secretaries and advisers. The Yakuza have their origins in federations of
gamblers and traders street of the Edo period. These groups have evolved over time in criminal syndicates. The Yakuza
are currently formed by approximately 79 000 people.

oyá
Women's ideal of Yoruba culture.  It is established in the Cuban santeria with the Virgin of Candelaria and Santa Teresa
de Jesús.

ozatu
Ozatu, is the name of one of the demons of Dragon Ball. It is very similar to a gorilla. There is one called Ozatu Dorado.

ozatu
Ozatu, is the name of one of the demons of Dragon Ball. It is very similar to a gorilla. There is one called Ozatu Dorado.

ozen
Name of a giant woman from the anime kingdom.

ozoquerita
It is mineral wax or natural paraffin.  It means that hede or smells like wax.  It's the name of a mineral.  Another name
with which it is known is ceresina. 

ozuki



ozuki is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oyuki" being its meaning:<br>Very likely claimed said the Oyuki,
given that Japanese and, pronounced almost like blowing. She was born in Kyoto in November, 1881 daughter of Kato,
his real name was Yuki. To support his family financially at age 14, the formation of the Geisha of Gion began in the
okiya to her aunt. From that moment, it was Oyuki, which means " honorable reinforced with snow.  "

óbelo
In Typography it is the same sign of the cross.  It was used to signal or mark passages of texts that were considered
false or heretic.  He also formerly received accented pillar, stake, or sharp toothpick names. 

óbelo o daga
In Typography it is the same sign of the cross.  It was used to signal or mark passages of texts that were considered
false or heretic.  He also formerly received accented pillar, stake, or sharp toothpick names. 

óbice
Something that stands, which makes it difficult.  Drawback, obstacle or impediment.  Difficulty, I estorbo, I stumble.

óbolo
Mean donation, donation, charity, help, free gift, contribution.

óculo
In Biology is a mass of pigment that is sensitive to light in some plants and in inferior animals.  It comes from Latin and
means eye.  In Architecture is an opening or circular window in the dome or ceiling and can also be called skylight or
porthole.  One-eye lens (oculus or monocle).  The word binocules indicates that they are lenses for both eyes.

ódico
Concerning Odin, related to Odin, the Norse god.  It is a type of force or vital energy, which organisms have.  It is closely
linked to electricity, magnetism and heat.  It's a theory put forward by the German Karl von Reichenbach.  Energy
polarity of living beings.

óleo
It means oil, oily.  Painting technique in which oil is used as a binder.  Painting, painting, work of a painter. 

ómicron
It is the name of a letter of the Greek alphabet, which is equivalent to the o .  It is the name of one of the variants of
Covid-19, which is characterized by being very contagious.  In Greek numbering it is equivalent to 70 and literally means
"or small", as opposed to Omega (Large). 

ómnibus
It is one of the names given to vehicles designed to carry amounts of people in urban centres.  Also receives the names
of bus, bus, route, collective, bondi, guagua, micro, chiva and even in Mexico say trucks.

ónfalo
Stone egg for religious uses.  Betilus or stony artifact for religious use.  The original is believed to have been a
meteorite.  Some were egg-shaped and others half-egg or conical with carved braids.  They symbolized the center of the
world or the center of the cosmos. 



ónix
It's the name of a semi-precious stone.  It's also called Onyice.  Onyx in Greek, means nail.  It's a glassy-looking oxide. 
According to the International Mineralogical Association, it is considered not mineral but a variety of agate or clacedonia.

ópera
A play in which artists sing their parliaments, accompanied by an orchestra.  It means musical work.  Dramatic and
musical composition in which his dialogues are sung and staged, with accompaniment of an orchestra.

órbita
Basin or cavity where each eye is located, is also the course ellipsoid which follows a planet around a star or Sun.

pa las que sean
PA that are incorrectly written and should be written as "Pa that is." being its meaning:<br>This very Colombian
expression means ready to everything to work in what goes. Without hesitation. The used is " PA which is ". It is
synonymous with " I mido will all ". What God wants.

pa&#39; las que sea
It is a colloquial expression in Colombia which means willing to everything available, determined, unafraid.

paacha mama
The correct term is Pachamama. Totemic God of the Incas. Means mother earth.

paama
It is the name of one of the 83 islands that make up Vanuatu, in Melanesia.  It belongs to the Province of Malampa.  It is
also the name of a language that, together with the bislama, are spoken in the east of the country.  It is also called the
paama language, paams.

pabellon
The correct term is Pavilion, with tilde.  Cloth colors symbolizing a country or a region.  Flag, Ensign, banner, banner,
logo, Pennant, badge.  Also called Pavilion in Colombia to a section of a hospital, a fair or something that can be
separated, classified or differentiated according to their characteristics in a very large building.

pabellón
In Architecture is a small house with four facades or a light tent.  In a hospital is a special section for some type of
patients (also section of a fair).  Fabric with colored stripes representing a state or territory.  Flag, badge, banner,
pendon.  In Venezuela it is also the name of a typical dish consisting of beans, rice, fried ripe banana and dismeting
meat.  In Anatomy is the outside and visible part of the ear.  It is also commonly called aheadset, atrium, pinna or ear.

pabilo
Strand, wick or thread that has a candle inside.  It's the part of the candle that keeps the flame alive.  Fiber. 

pabla
Inflection of pablar.  It's a colloquial way of talking or talking, it turns out to combine the two words.  Female male name
Paul.  It is of Latin origin and means the smallest.  Paula or Paola variants. 



pabulo
The correct term is fuel (with accent).  It means grass, food, livelihood, nutrient, stimulus, encouragement,
encouragement, incentive, food.

paca
PACA, is a symbol of a region in France.  You mean Provence-Alpes - Cote d'Azur, which is a French region, in the
Department of Alpes-Maritimes, in the District of Nice.  Tende.  In Colombia is the common name of a rodent that also
said the lapa, guartinaja, guatinaja, guagua, borugo, picure, majaz and tinajo.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca and
belongs to the family Cuniculidae.

pacaguaras
Pacahuaras can also be used.  Name of a Bolivian indigenous people, which is on the verge of extinction.  They are
located in the Departments of Beni and Pando.  It is believed that they already have less than 100 people.  Name of a
Bolivian river in the Department of Pando, near the border with Brazil. 

pacará
In Paraguay and the Rio de la Plata area, it is another way to call a tree of scientific name Enterolobium cyclocarpum,
which is commonly known in Colombia as orejero, pinon, ear sprocket, caracaro.  In Central America it is called
guanacaste, parota, corotú.  It belongs to the fabaceae family. 

pacaro
It is a company name in southern Italy dedicated to logistics, cold packing and the transport of goods.

pacas
It is a rodent of the family Cuniculidae.  In Colombia is known as Agouti, paca, guartinaja, guanta, chilo, guagu molon,
goruga, majaz, spotted rabbit, guagua, borugo or lapa.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca.  Their meat is highly
appreciated.

pacata
It means peaceful, quiet, calm, phlegmatic.  It doesn't alter easily.  Unalterable.

pacay
It is another way to call a tree known as Jinicuile, cajinicuile, aguatope, or Inga, in the Peru.  There also will say guava. 
Its scientific name is Inga edulis and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Its fruits are called guamas or guabas.

pacayo
In Central America it is a name given to two species of plants.  In Costa Rica it is a large fern with edible stems.  In
several Central American countries, a medium-sized palm tree is also called.  There is also the word Pacallo, which is a
town in Bolivia, in Coroico, Nor Yungas Province, Department of La Paz. 

pacá
It is one of the ways to call a few small, or medium-sized rodents belonging to the genus Cunicilus and the family
Cuniculidae.  They are also known as guaguas, pacas, limpets, guatinajas or guardatinajas.  They are in the Colombian
Andes.  Also is the apocope of here.



paccha
It is a word in quechua language which means world, Earth, universe, time...

pacha
In Colombia is the name we give to two bananas that are attached.  It is also the Group of pine nuts in each one of the
tires on a racing bike.  Form familiarly call a woman named Francisca.

pachaca
In several Central American countries mean weak, enclenque, canijo, I entejo, I sick, anemic.

pachacara
pachacara is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pacharaca" being its meaning:<br>The possibility exists that
ask for Pacharaca. It means female meztiza, mulatto woman, favelas, the shantytowns. Social level low or modest.
Habladora.En Colombia is a rare form of calling the Guacharaca which is a bird of the genus Ortalis, order Galliformes
and the family Cracidae. The scientific name is Ortalis columbiae. It is characterized by making much noise. They also
say Chachalaca or Chacharaca. Herringbone-like musical instrument.

pachanga
In Colombia very cheerful party, jolgorio.  It is also a type of orchestra that plays danceable tropical rhythms.

pachangón
It means big party, very long, cheerful and noisy.  Fieston, Parrandón.

pachanguear
pachanguear is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pachangüear." being its meaning:<br>Live from farra.
Fiestear. Fieta live. Go dancing or go of pachanga. Be happy, very happy. Partying. Live enrrumbado.

pachanguear
Juergen. Go clubbing.

pacharaca
Pacharaca is the feminine of Pacharaco.  Pacharaco or Pacharaca is one of the names that has the Chachalaca
bird-tailed in Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela.  The scientific name means reddish tail hen.  It is the family Cracidae. 
He receives other names common as cocrico, Guacharaca, chachalacos and huachingas.  They are characterized by
being very noisy and are abundant in Colombian forests.  By extension it is said pacharaco someone Impetigo, loud,
outrageous.  In Peru it means ragged, badly dressed.

pacharaco
Pacharaco is one of the names is the bird Ortalis ruficauda, in Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela.  The scientific name
means reddish tail hen.  It is the family Cracidae.  He receives other names common as cocrico, Guacharaca,
chachalacos and huachingas.  They are characterized by being very noisy and are abundant in Colombian forests.  By
extension it tells pachaco someone Impetigo, loud, outrageous.  In Peru it means ragged, badly dressed.

pachareco
To say that he has lost is roundness or sphericity, which is deformed, flattened or crushed.  Deformed, with anomalies,



defective.

pacharelas
Plural of pacharela.  It is a kind of WAD of Guanajuato.  It is a corn tortilla that is stuffed with pork.  Cactus and sauce.

pachasco
We agree, that's what I expected, so it must be.  I already knew. 


